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11 Abstract
12 Many enzymes embedding multivalent metal ions or quinone moieties as redox-active centres undergo electrochemical trans-
13 formation via two successive electron transfer steps. If electrochemical features of such redox enzymes are analyzed with
14 “protein-film voltammetry”, one frequently meets a challenging reaction scenario where the two electron transfers take place
15 at the same formal potential. Under such conditions, one observes voltammogram with a single oxidation-reduction pattern
16 hiding voltammetric features of both redox reactions. By exploring some aspects of the two-step surface EECrev mechanism one
17 can develop simple methodology under conditions of square-wave voltammetry to enable recognizing and characterizing each
18 electron transfer step. The method relies on the voltammetric features of the second electron transfer, which is coupled to a
19 follow-up chemical reaction. The response of the second electron transfer step shifts to more positive potentials by increasing the
20 rate of the chemical reaction. The proposed methodology can be experimentally applied by modifying the concentration of an
21 electrochemically inactive substrate, which affects the rate of the follow-up chemical reaction. The final voltammetric output is
22 represented by two well-separated square-wave voltammetric peaks that can be further exploited for complete thermodynamic
23 and kinetic analysis of the EECrev mechanism.

24 Keywords Square-wave voltammetry . Two-step electrode mechanism . Kinetics of electron transfer . Protein-film voltammetry

25

26 Introduction

27 Protein-film voltammetry is a valuable methodology intro-
28 duced about two decades ago that enables an insight into im-
29 portant electrochemical and chemical features of many en-
30 zymes [1–5]. By adsorption of a given lipophilic enzyme on
31 the surface of a working electrode one prepares an enzyme-
32 modified electrode, which is suitable for exploration of protein

33redox chemistry by means of a common three-electrode setup.
34Valuable data about mechanisms of action of many proteins,
35as well as important thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of
36the redox transformations of many enzymes, have been ob-
37tained in the last 20 years [1–5].
38Many of the analyzed enzymes, in particular those featur-
39ing multivalent redox centres, exhibit rather complex electro-
40chemical behaviour [1, 4, 5]. Such group can be exemplified
41with redox enzymes having quinone/hydroquinone moiety
42[6], or polyvalent cations of Mo, V, W or Mn [1, 3, 7–10] in
43the structure. Since many of these enzymes can undergo elec-
44trochemical transformation via successive exchange of elec-
45trons with the working electrode, their voltammetric patterns
46can be exceptionally complex [1–5]. As it is described in [11],
47their complex electrochemistry can be successfully resolved
48by square-wave voltammetry (SWV). In the theoretical
49models related to the two-step successive electrode mecha-
50nisms of [11–20], it has been recently reported on reliable
51procedures to characterize particular electrode enzymatic
52mechanism, in which coupled chemical steps occur.
53Moreover, relatively simple methodology has been elaborated
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54 for determination of thermodynamic and kinetic parameters
55 relevant to both electron transfers and the coupled chemical
56 reactions [11, 14–20].
57 When voltammetric peaks related to both electrode reac-
58 tion steps of a given redox enzyme are separated for at least
59 |150 mV|, it is easily achievable to determine all relevant ki-
60 netic and thermodynamic parameters of the two redox steps
61 [11, 16–19]. However, if the two electron transfers take place
62 at the same potential, the overall electrode mechanism is as-
63 sociated with a SW voltammogram featuring single oxidation-
64 reduction voltammetric pattern. Under such conditions, it is
65 quite difficult to recognize whether the existing peak is due to
66 a single two-electron transfer step, or it is a consequence of
67 two, successive one-electron electrode transformations.
68 Hence, in the current work, we focus on developing an ap-
69 proach in SWV to recognize a two-step successive surface
70 electrode mechanism, under conditions where both electron
71 transfer steps occur at the same potential. The methodology
72 presented could help researchers working in enzymatic elec-
73 trochemistry to design proper voltammetric experiments for
74 recognizing particular two-step surface electrode reaction. To
75 the best of our knowledge, the methodology presented in this
76 work has not been considered so far in the theory of square-
77 wave voltammetry of two-step electrode mechanisms
78 [11–20]. It is finally worth mentioning that the current study
79 is also adequate to analyse the so-called “surface electrode
80 mechanisms” [21–24], i.e. electrode reactions taking place
81 exclusively from an adsorbed state.

82 Details of theoretical models

83 Electrode mechanisms consisting of two successive elec-
84 tron transfers, coupled with a follow-up chemical reaction
85 to the second electrode step, are analyzed under condi-
86 tions of protein-film square-wave voltammetry. The first
87 mechanism is the so-called “surface EECrev”, while the
88 second one is “surface EEC′ catalytic” mechanism. In the
89 abbreviation for the “surface EECrev mechanism”, the
90 term “E” describes the electron transfer step, while
91 “Crev” refers to a reversible chemical reaction. In the
92 surface EEC′ mechanism, the symbol C′ stands for a re-
93 generative chemical reaction. In both mechanisms, we
94 consider an enzymatic electrode transformation with all
95 species firmly immobilized on the surface of the working
96 electrode. The electrode transformation of the initial en-
97 zymatic form Ox(ads) to the final redox form Red(ads) in
98 both mechanisms occurs in two successive one-electron
99 steps. In mechanism (1), we assume that the final enzy-
100 matic product (Red(ads)) undergoes follow-up reversible
101 chemical reaction with an electrochemically inactive sub-
102 strate “Y”. Schematic representation of such process
103 (mechanism (1) is as follows:

Ox adsð Þþe− ⇄
ks;1θ

Int adsð Þþe− ⇄
ks;2θ

Red adsð ÞþY⇄
kb

k f

Z adsð Þ
ð1Þ

104105

106
107Only enzymatic species Ox(ads) are present on the electrode surface at the
108beginning of the experiment. In a first approximation, it has been assumed that
109all immobilized species are uniformly adsorbed (“ads”) without any lateral
110interactions. With Int(ads), we assign electroactive enzymatic species formed
111as an intermediate in the first electrode reduction step. With Red(ads), we
112assign the final redox-active enzymatic species, generated electrochemically
113during the second electrode transfer step from Int(ads). With “Y”, we define
114species present in the electrochemical cell that show no electrochemical activ-
115ity in the potential region used for the voltammetric experiment. Y is supposed
116to react in a selective and chemically reversible fashion with Red(ads) species,
117converting them to the final electrochemically inactive product Z (ads)
118(reaction Eq. 1).
119The second electrode mechanism considered is the so-called “surface cata-
120lytic EEC′ mechanism”, also known as a “surface regenerative EEC′ mecha-
121nism”, which can be described with reaction Eq. (2):

Ox adsð Þþe− ⇄
ks;1

θ

Int adsð Þþe− ⇄
ks;2θ

Red adsð ÞþY→
kc Int adsð Þ ð2Þ

122123
124

125The major difference between mechanisms (1) and (2) is
126seen in the nature of the chemical reaction. Indeed, in mech-
127anism (2), it is assumed that the electrochemically inactive
128reactant “Y” irreversibly reacts with Red(ads), in a way to
129regenerate the intermediate Int(ads). In both mechanisms, we
130assume that the “Y” substrate is present in a large excess in the
131electrochemical cell. Therefore, we assume that the concen-
132tration of “Y” is constant on the electrode surface in the course
133of the voltammetric experiment. Consequently, the chemical
134steps in both mechanisms are assumed to be of a pseudo-first
135order in terms of chemical kinetics.
136Both mechanisms are solved under the following boundary
137conditions:

t ¼ 0;Γ Oxð Þ ¼ Γ * Oxð Þ;Γ Intð Þ þ Γ Redð Þ þ Γ Zð Þ ¼ 0

138139
140

141For t > 0, the following conditions apply:

t > 0;Γ Oxð Þ þ Γ Intð Þ þ Γ Redð Þ þ Γ Zð Þ ¼ Γ* Oxð Þ for mechanism 1ð Þ

142143
144

145t > 0; Γ(Ox) + Γ(Int) + Γ(Red) = Γ∗(Ox) (for
146mechanism 2)
147dΓ(Ox)/dt = − I1/(FS) (for
148mechanisms 1 and 2)
149dΓ(Int)/dt = I1/(FS) – I2/(FS) (for mecha-
150nisms 1 and 2)
151dΓ(Red)/dt = I2/(FS) – kfΓ(Red) + kbΓ(Z) (for
152mechanism 1)
153dΓ(Int)/dt = I1/(FS) – I2/(FS) + kcΓ(Red) (for
154mechanism 2)
155dΓ(Red)/dt = I2/(FS) − kcΓ(Red) (for
156mechanism 2)
157In both models, we assume that Butler-Volmer formalism
158applies for the interdependence of the electric potential (E),
159the current (I), the electrode reaction kinetic parameters (i.e.
160the standard rate constant ks

o and electron transfer coefficient
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161 α) and the surface concentration Γ. The analytical solutions of
162 electrode mechanisms (1) and (2) are given in [11, 17], respec-
163 tively. In [17], a detailedMATHCAD file containing all recur-
164 rent formulas for calculating SW voltammograms of the sur-
165 face EECrev mechanism is provided.
166 In both mechanisms, we consider reduction currents as
167 positive, and negative sign is ascribed to oxidation currents.
168 All theoretical voltammograms are presented versus the for-
169 mal potential of the first electrode process (assigned as a “peak
170 I”).

171 Critical parameters controlling voltammetric
172 behaviour

173 Dimensionless current Ψ of calculated voltammograms for
174 both mechanisms is defined as a sum of partial currents related
175 to the first (ΨΙ) and the second (ΨΙΙ) electrode step: Ψ = ΨΙ + ΨΙΙ.
176 Each dimensionless current, related to the corresponding elec-
177 tron transfer step, is normalized as follows: ΨΙ = I1/[(FSfΓ
178 (Ox)*)] and ΨΙΙ = I2/[FSfΓ (Ox))]. Here, S is the active surface
179 area of working electrode and f is the frequency of SW pulses
180 defined as f = 1/(2tp), where tp is the duration time of a single
181 potential pulse in SWV. Γ (Ox)* stands for the total surface
182 concentration, which corresponds to the surface concentration
183 of the initially adsorbedOx(ads) species. The potential driving
184 force of each electrode reactions defined in a form of a dimen-
185 sionless potentials is:Φ1 = F(E− E1

o)/RTandΦ2 = F(E − E2
o)/

186 RT, where E1
o and E2

o are the standard redox potential of the
187 first and second electrode steps, respectively. T is symbol of
188 the thermodynamic temperature (it was set to 298 K in all
189 simulations), R is universal gas constant and F is the
190 Faraday constant.
191 Features of simulated SW voltammetric patterns depend on
192 several dimensionless parameters as follows. (a) The dimen-
193 sionless electrode kinetic parameters related to each electron
194 transfers: KI = ks,1

o/f and KII = ks,2
o/f. Both KI and KII reflect

195 the influence of the electrode kinetics represented by the stan-
196 dard rate constants (ks,1

o and ks,2
o) relative to the critical time

197 window of the experiment (i.e. SW frequency, f).
198 (b) For the surface EECrev mechanism, dimensionless
199 chemical parameter Kchemical = ε/f affects the features of SW
200 voltammograms. In the last equation, ε is the cumulative rate
201 constant ε = (kf + kb), where kf and kb are the rate constants of
202 the forward and backward chemical reaction, respectively.
203 Hence, the dimensionless parameter Kchemical reflects the ef-
204 fect of the chemical kinetics, relative to the time widow of the
205 SWexperiment. In addition, mechanism (1) is affected by the
206 equilibrium constant defined as Keq = kf/kb.
207 (c) For the surface catalytic EEC′ mechanism, the dimen-
208 sionless chemical kinetic parameter is defined asKcatalytic = kc/
209 f. In last equation, kc is the rate constant of the regenerative
210 (catalytic) chemical reaction. At this stage, it is worth to

211emphasize that both chemical parameters related to the chem-
212ical steps (ε and kc) are of pseudo-first order. Both, ε and kc,
213depend on the concentration of substrate “Y” as follows: ε =
214[kf

o′ c(Y) + kb] for the mechanism (1) and kc = kc
o′ c(Y) for the

215mechanism (2). In the last equations, kf
o′ and kc

o′ are real,
216second-order chemical rate constants, while c(Y) is the molar
217concentration of the substrate Y, which remains constant in the
218course of the experiment.
219The parameters of applied potential in all calculations were
220set to: SW frequency f = 10 Hz, SW amplitude Esw = 50 mV,
221and potential step dE = 4 mV. In addition, electron transfer
222coefficient to both electron transfer steps and both mecha-
223nisms was set to α = 0.5. The net SWV current at all voltam-
224mograms is represented by black colour, while blue colour is
225associated to the forward (reduction) currents. Red colour is
226associated to the backward currents of all calculated
227voltammograms.

228Results and discussions

229In previous works, we have presented comprehensive theoret-
230ical studies of the surface EE, ECE, EECirr, EECrev and EEC′
231mechanisms [11–20] under conditions of SWV. In [11, 17,
23218], a set of relevant theoretical voltammetric features of the
233surface EECrev, EEC′ and EECirr systems have been elabo-
234rated, respectively. A scenario for appearance of two SW
235peaks, separated for at least 150 mV (in absolute value), has
236been comprehensively analyzed for the surface EECirr,
237EECrev and EEC′ mechanisms [11]. In order to understand
238voltammetric characteristics of the present EECrev mecha-
239nism when the formal potentials of the two-electron transfer
240steps are identical, we briefly recall a small segment of this
241mechanism under conditions when the two electrode reactions
242are separated in their formal redox potentials.
243SW voltammograms calculated for potential difference of
244− 300 mV between the second and the first electron transfer
245step are shown in Fig. 1. The figure depicts the effect of the
246dimensionless chemical rate parameter Kchemical calculated for
247Keq = 1, KI = 1.5 and KII = 1.78. Since the rate of the chemi-
248cal step affects directly the second electron transfer, one wit-
249nesses remarkable changes of peak II (positioned at more neg-
250ative potentials) caused by the increasing of Kchemical. As the
251magnitude of Kchemical increases from 0.001 to 0.1, the inten-
252sity of all current components of the second process signifi-
253cantly diminishes. At the same time, the net peak potential of
254the second peak shifts for 59 mV/n in a positive direction by a
255tenfold increase of Kchemical.
256For Keq ≤ 1, one observes very specific phenomenon; in-
257deed, the dependence of the net peak current Ψnetp,II on the
258electrode kinetic parameter KII features well-developed max-
259imum, the position of which is a function of Kchemical (Fig. 2).
260As elaborated in [21, 22], this specific dependence known as a
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261“quasireversible maximum” appears in all surface mecha-
262nisms. The quasireversible maximum of the surface EECrev
263mechanism is a consequence of the chronoamperometric
264properties of the system and the current sampling procedure
265applied in SWV. Important part of this behaviour is also as-
266cribed to variation of the surface concentration of Red(ads)
267species with time in the so-called “dead time” of SW potential
268pulses [24], i.e. in the course of the pulse when the current is
269not sampled. In [11, 19, 20], a method has been proposed for
270estimation of the chemical parameterKchemical by means of the
271linear function presented in Fig. 2, which represents the func-
272tional relationship of the maximum position versus the rate of
273the chemical reaction.
274It is useful to recall that the rate of the follow-up chemical
275reaction causes even more complex effect to the voltammetric
276patterns of the surface ECrev mechanism when the electron
277transfer step is very fast. As elaborated in [21–24], a represen-
278tative feature of all “fast” surface electrode mechanisms is the
279“splitting of the net SW peak” (see Fig. 3a). Under such con-
280ditions, when peak II and peak I are separated for at least −
281200 mV, an increase of the chemical reaction rate (i.e.
282Kchemical > 0.001) produces simultaneous increase of all cur-
283rent components of the peak II (Fig. 3b–d), contrary to the
284reasonable expectation the response to diminish. For
285Kchemical > 0.01, the net peak splitting vanishes (Fig. 3c), while
286the magnitude of both forward (reductive) and backward
287(oxidative) SW components increases for about 200 times
288(compare Fig. 3d with a). Eventually, for Kchemical > 0.06, all
289peak currents of the second process start diminishing, while
290peak II shifts to more positive potentials, as expected for an
291ECrev mechanism (Fig. 3e, f).
292The origin of such specific and peculiar voltammetric
293behaviour is elaborated in more details in [19, 20, 24].
294Briefly, fast electron transfer reaction coupled to chemical
295reactions having moderate-to-fast kinetics leads to forma-
296tion of a significant amount of Red(ads) species at the
297beginning of a potential pulse (i.e. in the non-current mea-
298suring time segments) [24]. In the course of the pulse, the
299redox species approaches rapidly to redox equilibrium
300when the electrode reaction is fast. Thus, small current
301remains to be sampled at the end of the potential pulse.
302However, in the presence of a follow-up chemical reaction,
303the redox equilibrium cannot be established, causing the
304redox transformations to proceed significantly even at the
305end of the potential pulse when the current is being sam-
306pled. Consequently, both forward and backward SW com-
307ponents significantly increase by increasing the rate of the
308follow-up chemical reaction, while the splitting of the net
309peak vanishes [19, 20, 24]. As reported in [11, 19, 20],
310these voltammetric features can be exploited for evaluation
311of the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of the second
312electrochemical step and the follow-up chemical reaction
313of the overall EECrev mechanism (cf. Figs. 1, 2 and 3).

Fig. 1 Surface EECrev mechanism: square-wave voltammograms
simulated for a potential separation of − 300 mV between the second
and the first electron transfer step. Voltammetric patterns reflect the
effect of the chemical rate parameter Kchemical. The values of Kchemical

are given in the charts. In the simulations, the value of the kinetic of
electron transfer of the first electron transfer step was KI = 1.50, while
KII = 1.78. The value of the equilibrium constant of the chemical reaction
was set to Keq = 1. Other simulation parameters were SW frequency f =
10 Hz, SW amplitude Esw = 50 mV, potential step dE = 4 mV and
temperature T = 298 K. In all simulations, the electron transfer
coefficients of the first and second electrode reaction were set to the
same value of α = 0.5. The stoichiometric number of electrons
exchanged was n1 = n2 = 1
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314 As briefly mentioned in the “Introduction” section, the
315 most challenging situation for all two-step successive mecha-
316 nisms is to characterize the two-electron transfer steps when
317 they occur at the same potential. Under such circumstances,
318 one observes SW voltammograms consisting of a single
319 oxidation-reduction pattern, which “hides” features of both
320 electron transfer steps (Fig. 4a). In such scenario, the major
321 goal is to reveal whether the single voltammetric peak is due
322 to a single, simultaneous two-electron transfer process, or it is
323 a consequence of two successive one-electron transfer steps.
324 Every misinterpretation of the “diagnosed” mechanism might
325 lead to erroneous estimation of kinetic and thermodynamic
326 parameters.
327 The first goal in such scenario is to find simple, qualitative
328 criterion for recognizing the EECrev mechanism when the
329 two-electron transfer steps are characterized with the same
330 formal potential. The effect of the dimensionless chemical
331 parameter Kchemical to the voltammetric patterns is shown in
332 Fig. 4. SW voltammograms are simulated for Keq = 0.1, and
333 electrode kinetic parameters KI = 1.26 and KII = 2.82.
334 Following the discussions of the data presented in Figs. 1
335 and 3, and bearing in mind the features of the simple surface
336 ECmechanism as a functionKchemical [11, 19, 20], one expects
337 separation of both overlapped electron transfer steps to occur
338 by increasing the rate of the follow-up chemical reaction. It is
339 plausible to expect the kinetics of the chemical reaction to

340affect mainly voltammetric features of the second electron
341transfer (peak II). As presented in Figs. 1 and 3, an increase
342of the chemical reaction rate (expressed viaKchemical) shifts the
343second electron transfer process towards more positive poten-
344tials. Such scenario in Fig. 4 occurs for Kchemical > 0.02 (Fig.
3454b). For Kchemical > 0.05 (Fig. 4d), one observes two well-
346separated processes: one at potential of 0.0 V (peak I), as-
347cribed to the first electron transfer, and the second peak at
348about + 0.15 V (peak II), associated to the second electron
349transfer step. Once the two processes are separated for at least
350150 mV (Fig. 4d, e), one can apply the methodology for esti-
351mation of the kinetic parameters as elaborated in [11, 19–24].
352Another interesting scenario is met in situation when both
353electron transfer steps of a surface EECrev mechanism are
354very fast, while taking place at the same formal potential.
355Under such conditions, one observes a single, split net SW
356peak (Fig. 5a). Again, via altering the value of Kchemical, one
357can achieve well separation between the two electron trans-
358fers, as represented in Fig. 5b–f. By increasing the magnitude
359of Kchemical, one can get a voltammetric pattern consisting of a
360“split SW net peak” that is related to the first electron transfer
361step (peak I), and a single net peak displaced to more positive
362potentials, which is associated to the second electron transfer
363that is coupled with the chemical reaction (peak II) (see Fig.
3645e, f). From the voltammetric patterns (cf. Fig. 5e, f), one can
365estimate the values of KI, KII, Kchemical and Keq. For the

Fig. 2 Surface EECrev
mechanism: a series of
quasireversible maxima
calculated for Keq = 10 for
different rates of the chemical
reaction. The calculated patterns
correspond to the second SW
voltammetric peak (peak II)
positioned at more negative
potentials. The inset shows the
relationship between log
(Kchemical) and the logarithm of
the electrode kinetic parameter
log (KIImax) associated to the
position of the quasireversible
maximum. All other simulation
parameters were the same as for
Fig. 1
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366 determination of KI (peak I), one can use the method of “split
367 net peak” [21, 23], while for determination of KII, Kchemical

368 and Keq, one can utilize the methodology elaborated in
369 [19–21, 24].
370 From the voltammetric profiles presented in Figs. 4 and 5,
371 we recognize that the kinetics of the follow-up chemical reac-
372 tion coupled to the second electron transfer might lead to a
373 successful separation of two consecutive electron transfer
374 steps, when these occur at the same potential. Theoretically
375 speaking, one expects differentiation of the two-electron trans-
376 fer steps to be possible for the EEC′ catalytic mechanism as
377 well. As shown in Fig. 6, an increase of the catalytic rate

378parameter Kcatalytic leads to the displacement of the second
379SWV peak to more negative potentials (see Fig. 6b–d), which
380is in agreement with previous data [11, 17, 25]. However,
381referring to voltammograms (Fig. 6b–d), it can be seen that
382the rate of the regenerative chemical reaction starts affecting
383the ascending branch of net peak at rather positive potentials.
384Consequently, the obtained catalytic current overlaps
385completely the response of the first electron transfer, which
386becomes completely invisible at higher rates of the regenera-
387tive reaction.
388Voltammograms a′–d′ in Fig. 6 are assigned to the first
389electron transfer step (peak I), being extracted out of the

Fig. 3 Surface EECrev
mechanism: square-wave
voltammograms calculated for a
potential difference of − 300 mV
between the second and the first
electron transfer step. The
voltammetric patterns show the
effect of the chemical rate
parameter Kchemical in the region
of fast electron transfers of both
steps (KI = 10 and KII = 10). The
values of Kchemical are given in the
charts. Value of the equilibrium
constant of chemical reaction was
set to Keq = 1000. Other
simulation parameters were the
same as for Fig. 1
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390 overall voltammograms Fig. 6a–d. The arrows show the po-
391 sition where peak I should appear in the overall voltammetric
392 response. Because peak I is associated with peak II, we ob-
393 serve that peak I gets also slightly affected by Kcatalytic. Its
394 position shifts for 50 mV in a negative direction by increasing
395 of Kcatalytic from 0.0001 to 0.04, while its height gets unaffect-
396 ed at Kcatalytic > 0.04. Unfortunately, the intensive catalytic
397 current does not allow exploring the features of the separate
398 electron transfer steps of the EEC′ mechanism. This means
399 that only via the features of the surface EECrev mechanism,
400 as elaborated in Figs. 4 and 5, one can achieve efficient sep-
401 aration and characterization of the two-electron transfer steps.

402Conclusions

403Lipophilic enzymes containing multivalent ions or quinone
404moieties as redox-active centres are ubiquitous, while playing
405a crucial role in many cellular reactions. In the living systems,
406these enzymes can be turned into redox inactive state via
407follow-up chemical reaction [26]. The inactivation of many
408enzymes can provide important data about chemistry of the
409enzyme’s active sites and on the catalytic potential. The elec-
410trochemical transformation of such enzymes commonly fol-
411lows a pathway of successive electron transfers in two steps. If
412both electron transfer steps in such systems occur at the same

Fig. 4 Surface EECrev
mechanism: effect of the chemical
rate parameter Kchemical to the
voltammetric patterns, calculated
when both electron transfers take
place at the same potential.
Voltammograms are simulated in
the region of moderate rates of the
electron transfer of both steps, i.e.
KI = 1.26 and KII = 2.82. The
values of Kchemical are given in the
charts. Value of the equilibrium
constant of chemical reaction was
set to Keq = 0.1. Other simulation
parameters were the same as for
Fig. 1
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413 potential, the electrochemistry of this class of enzymes will be
414 portrayed in a single oxidation-reduction pattern when ana-
415 lyzed in “protein-film voltammetry”. The single square-
416 wave voltammogram, obtained under defined circumstances,
417 will “hide” in its shape the features of both electron transfer
418 steps. If this happens, a challenging task is to recognize the
419 nature of electrode mechanism encountered in the analyzed
420 system. In this work, we focused on developing efficient
421 method to evaluate the two-step electrode mechanism, when
422 both steps take place at same potential, by exploring the fea-
423 tures of surface EECrev mechanism in SWV. As elaborated in
424 this work, increased rate of the follow-up chemical reaction,

425expressed via Kchemical, displaces the second electron transfer
426process of a surface EECrev mechanism towards more posi-
427tive potentials. Consequently, one can explore this feature to
428separate the two EE steps, if both happen at the same potential.
429If we recall that the dimensionless chemical rate parameter
430Kchemical in surface EECrev mechanism is defined as
431Kchemical = [kf

o′c(Y) + kb]/f, we recognize that modification
432of magnitude of Kchemical can be achieved in two ways: (a)
433via altering the SW frequency f and (b) via altering the con-
434centration of substrate Y. Because the SW frequency affects
435simultaneously the rates of electron transfer of both steps (via
436KI and KII) and the magnitude of dimensionless chemical

Fig. 5 Surface EECrev
mechanism: effect of the chemical
rate parameter Kchemical. All
voltammetric patterns are
calculated when both electron
transfers take place as the same
potential, in the region of fast rate
of the electron transfer of both
steps, i.e. KI = 5 and KII = 5. The
values of Kchemical are given in the
charts. Value of the equilibrium
constant of chemical reaction was
set to Keq = 100. Other simulation
parameters were the same as for
Fig. 1
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437 parameter Kchemical, altering the SW frequency will produce
438 complex voltammetric outputs. Therefore, in order to obtain
439 voltammetric patterns that will enable separation of the two
440 EE processes happening at same potential, modification of the
441 rate of chemical reaction should be achieved via modification
442 of the concentration of c(Y). It is important to mention that
443 these experiments in SWV should be performed at a constant
444 frequency. Once we get voltammograms with separated
445 peaks, as those presented in Figs. 4e and 5e, for example, then
446 we can apply suitable methodologies for thermodynamic and
447 kinetic evaluations related to both EE steps. For the

448determination of the electron transfer coefficient α of both
449steps, one should explore the methodology elaborated in [27].
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